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\section*{A B S T R A C T}

Helium ion microscopy (HIM) offers potential as a high spatial resolution technique for imaging insulating samples that are susceptible to charging artifacts. In this study helium and neon ion microscopy are used to image cracking in microindented samples of the non-conductive ceramic silicon nitride. The crack morphology of radial cracks emanating from the microindentations has been characterized for two different compositions of silicon nitride, with and without conductive coatings. Gold coating enhances crack edge contrast, but masks grain contrast for both He and Ne ion-induced secondary electron (ISE) imaging. Carbon coating enables the crystalline and glassy phases to be distinguished, more clearly with Ne-ISE, and the cracking pathway is found to be primarily intergranular. Zones of $<100$ nm diameter depleted ion-induced secondary electron emission along the crack paths are identified, consistent with charging ‘hotspots’.

\section{1. Introduction}

Focused ion beam (FIB) microscopy has become a technique of choice for surface and near-surface microstructural characterization. Conventional FIB microscopes use a liquid gallium ion source due to its stability at room temperature amongst other factors \cite{1,2}. However, in the last decade, commercial FIB systems have become available that use gas-ion sources including neon and helium. The key advantage of a helium ion microscopy (HIM) FIB system is the potential for a smaller interaction volume which may assist in reducing the rate of surface charging. The deep ion penetration coupled with the typically low beam currents used in comparison with SEM and Ga\textsuperscript{+}-FIB make HIM potentially advantageous for imaging insulators \cite{5-7}.

When imaging insulating samples with a positively charged ion beam, charge neutralization methods can be deployed such as application of conductive coatings to the sample, or irradiation with a scanning electron beam or an electron flood gun (where available). This is important for HIM where the incident ion-secondary electron generation ratio can be as high as 8 \cite{6}. Helium ion beams have a deep interaction volume which may assist in reducing the rate of surface charging. The deep ion penetration coupled with the typically low beam currents used in comparison with SEM and Ga\textsuperscript{+}-FIB make HIM potentially advantageous for imaging insulators \cite{5-7}.

Neon gas-ion sources can be used in conjunction with HIM as they make use of the same ion column but offer different ion-material interactions. Since neon ions are heavier, neon sources generate a higher
sputtering yield and a milling rate up to $30 \times$ faster than helium at the same energy [8]. Although the spatial resolution of neon ion system is not as high as that of helium, it is still < 1.5 nm and may provide better edge imaging due to different surface interactions [9]. However, when neon is the gas source, increased beam intensity variations occur as adatoms present on the trimer tip interact with the neon ionization process and subsequently induce current fluctuations [10]. Despite this, Ne FIB can act as a complimentary imaging technique to HIM, particularly when imaging insulators.

Here we compare He and Ne FIB imaging for the ceramic silicon nitride ($\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$). Silicon nitride is a popular structural ceramic due to its high hardness, low thermal expansion coefficient and low density [11], and has widespread applications including bearings and metal cutting [12,13]. Due to its hardness, silicon nitride is typically ground and polished via diamond lapping. However, this process may leave indentations and associated cracking caused by diamonds impacting the material surface. Residual damage from lapping procedures may have a subsequent impact on ceramic performance and may lead to fatigue failure [14,15].

Diamond lapping induced indentations on surfaces are difficult to reproduce as they are typically formed under variable conditions of contact geometry, load and strain rate. However, a good substitute is those formed by local indentation using diamond tips. Different applied loads produce different size residual indentation craters but also an array of residual cracks, for example radial cracks emanating from the indentation corners. Cracks are typically investigated to determine their size and whether they propagate transgranularly or intergranularly. Imaging crack paths in insulating materials with SEM and Ga-FIB techniques can be very challenging however due to charging of the material under irradiation [16–18]. Here He and Ne FIB are used to evaluate their effectiveness in imaging microindentation cracks in insulating silicon nitride.

2. Method

2.1. Material Preparation and Indentation Procedure

Surface crack morphologies generated by Vickers indentation were investigated in two different compositions of silicon nitride (ASTM F2094 certified ball-bearing grade $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ supplied by SKF) denoted SN-1 and SN-2. For the images in Fig. 1, specimens were cut, and polished using 15, 9, 6, 3 and 1 $\mu$m diamond paste, which was followed by a final polishing using non-crystallizing amorphous 0.02 $\mu$m colloidal silica suspension. To clearly observe grains under SEM, etching was carried out using plasma etching equipment (PTT160 RF Plasma Barrel Etcher) applying a gas mixture of 6% vol Oxygen in CF4 with power of 11 W for 3 min, and 10 W for 2 min on SN-1 and SN-2 respectively. This plasma etching preferentially attacks the grains over the intergranular phases, modifying the surface to enhance grain contrast. Samples were then carbon coated to increase conductivity. Both SN-1 and SN-2 possess a multiphase microstructure of alpha and beta $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ grains with an intergranular amorphous phase (Fig. 1). Beta grains make up > 95% of the microstructure in both compositions. Beta grains are typically more elongated compared to alpha grains which is highly desirable for effective crack deflection [19]. The elongation of beta grains can be observed in the SEM images when they are cross-sectioned lengthways (Fig. 1).

Samples for use with the He and Ne FIB were polished down to a 1 $\mu$m diamond grit size (Minimet 1000), and subsequently indented with a diamond tipped Vickers micro-indenter (Mitutoyo HM-101) at loads of 0.5 kg and 1 kg in order to induce cracks. These samples were not plasma etched to enable imaging of the cracks in their original state and to avoid etching-induced modification of the surface microstructure [20]. A ~30 nm layer of gold was sputter coated on to the SN-1 sample (Emscope SC500) and a ~15 nm layer of carbon was thermally evaporated on to the SN-2 sample (Edwards Coating System E305A) to

Fig. 1. Silicon nitride microstructures consisting of alpha and beta $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ (darker contrast) with glassy intergranular phase (lighter contrast). (a) SN-1. (b) SN-2. Images were observed under SEM.

Fig. 2. Scanning electron microscope secondary electron image of a 1 kg indentation on the SN-1 sample. The radial cracks, R, emanate from corners of the residual indent impression.
increase surface conductivity. An example of a gold-coated 1 kg indentation on SN-1 imaged by SEM is shown in Fig. 2.

2.2. Microstructural Imaging Using Gas-Ion FIB

FIB imaging was carried out using a Zeiss ORION NanoFab equipped with interchangeable He and Ne gas-ion sources and an electron flood gun for charge neutralization. Indentations and associated cracks on the coated samples were imaged with both the He and Ne beams at ~30 kV, beam currents between 0.65 and 0.95 pA, and a working distance of ~8.5–10.5 mm. An uncoated SN-1 sample was additionally imaged with (just) the He beam and the attached electron flood gun concurrently utilized to help neutralize the build-up of surface positive charge. All images were collected using ion induced secondary electrons (ISE) with an Everhart Thornley secondary electron detector (ETD).

Images were primarily taken of the radial cracks extending from the corners of the indentations with the aim of resolving the morphology of the crack pathways, local distribution of silicon nitride grains, and nature of the crack tips.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. He Beam Imaging of Uncoated Silicon Nitride

An uncoated sample of the SN-1 silicon nitride with an array of 0.5 kg and 1 kg indentations was imaged using the helium beam ISE and attached flood gun. Examples of radial cracks, R, generated by two indentations in the indentation array are shown in Fig. 3. The radial crack from a 0.5 kg indent (Fig. 3(a), R) and measured to be ~4 μm in length, has good edge contrast from where the opposing crack faces intersect with the sample surface. The faceted path geometry is consistent with an intergranular pathway. In Fig. 3(a) a darker contrast region exists at the junction of the radial crack with the residual indent impression. This may be due to localized charge build up that is associated with increased stress and dislocations around damaged regions [21,22]. For 0.5 kg indentations, the crack openings were measured to be of the order < 20 nm in width. Lateral cracking is seen to occur along the edge of the residual impression (Fig. 3(a), L).

During the helium imaging of the uncoated silicon nitride (Fig. 3(a)), alpha and beta grains could not be distinguished, however regions of higher ISE emission were observed (Fig. 3(b)) which were consistent with the distribution of intergranular glassy phase. The radial cracks were observed to propagate along the edge of regions of glassy phase as a component of the preferred intergranular crack pathway.

3.2. He and Ne Beam Imaging of Gold-coated Silicon Nitride

Localized charging can be reduced, and thus image quality often enhanced, in insulating materials by using a conductive coating. Fig. 4 shows He-ISE images of a typical radial crack emanating from a 1 kg Vickers indentation on the SN-1 silicon nitride using a gold coating to enhance surface conductivity. The intersection of the radial cracks with the surface has a faceted morphology typical of an intergranular pathway. There is good edge contrast of the microindentation cracks although there is some minor edge roughening of the crack edges due to the gold aggregating into “islands”. Occasional crack branching around 200-400 nm grains (arrowed) is observed. For the radial crack in Fig. 4, the crack opening at the surface was measured to be ~30 nm wide with a crack length of ~7 μm. Neither individual α and β grains or the intergranular glassy phase are visible in the He-ISE images due to the absorption of He-ISEs by the gold conductive layer.

Fig. 5 shows neon ISE images of the same radial crack imaged by helium ISE in Fig. 4. The surface gold layer inhibits the detection of individual α and β grains or the intergranular glassy phase in the Ne-ISE images as in the He-ISE images. During Ne imaging, horizontal bands of variable intensity occurred across the SE images. This is due to variable incident beam intensity caused by current fluctuations associated with...
the trimer tip [9]. At the magnifications used in Figs. 4 and 5 there is no marked difference in the radial crack resolution for the He-ISE imaging and the Ne-ISE imaging.

At higher magnification, the topographic contrast of the sputtered gold layer (Fig. 6) is particularly noticeable due to the high point resolution of the He-ISE images. In the He image, (Fig. 6(a)) gold nano-islands of ~20 nm in diameter are easily resolvable but these are more difficult to define in the subsequent Ne-ISE image Fig. 6(b). Similarly, nanocracks in the Au-coating have sharper edge definition in the He-ISE images, although the relative contrast between the cracks (dark) and gold edges (lighter) is greater in the Ne-ISE images. The nanocracking of the Au coating makes it unsuitable for use when trying to identify fine cracks induced by the microindentation stresses, particularly near the radial crack tips.

3.3. He and Ne Beam Imaging of Carbon-coated Silicon Nitride

Sputtered carbon is an effective alternative to conductive gold coatings and its efficacy for improving the imaging of cracks in ceramic samples during gas-ion microscopy is investigated here. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of helium ion beam and neon ion beam ISE images taken sequentially of the same region of a radial crack extending from a 0.5 kg indentation on the carbon coated SN-2 silicon nitride (Fig. 7(a, b)). The carbon coating is sufficiently thin that differential contrast from the different phases is preserved. In both helium (Fig. 7(a)) and neon (Fig. 7(b)) ISE images, there is a clear distinction between the alpha/beta grains (dark contrast) and the intergranular glassy phase (light grey contrast). This is contrary to both the gold coated SN-1 sample where no contrast is visible, and the uncoated SN-1 sample where phase contrast is poor.

The delineation of the alpha/beta grains by the intergranular glassy phase shows greater contrast in the Ne-ISE images compared to the He-ISE images: this is highlighted by the additional peaks in grayscale values taken from a line profile across the same area for the Ne-ISE image in comparison to the He-ISE image (Fig. 7(c)). Scanning the carbon coating with the neon beam may also slowly sputter away the surface carbon, however under the experimental conditions used, no rapid changes in SE contrast or appearance of significant charging were identified.

For the microindentation induced cracking shown in Fig. 7, the intersection of the radial crack with the surface has a faceted path predominantly along grain boundaries, and in this case, shows no apparent branching. The crack opening was measured to be ~40 nm wide with the surface crack length from the indent corner being ~4 μm. There is clear crack edge contrast for both the He and Ne imaging. The crack pathway appears to be intergranular until the crack reaches a large > 4 μm long alpha/beta grain preceding the crack tip, whereupon there is a transition to transgranular cracking into the grain.

In Fig. 7(a), at the origin of the transgranular crack, a circular zone, P, of depleted secondary electron emission < 100 nm in diameter is visible in the helium ion image. Features like this have been seen on the
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Fig. 7. A section of a radial crack extending from a 0.5 kg indentation in carbon coated SN-2 silicon nitride. (a) Image taken using He-ISE. (b) Image taken using Ne-ISE. (c) A normalized line profile along a section of the sample highlighting the difference in contrast grayscale values between the He and Ne images. Additional Ne peaks and their corresponding image location are labelled (1), (2), and (3).

crack pathway in other FIB images of carbon-coated silicon nitride, such as that shown in Fig. 8 of a radial crack extending from a 1 kg indentation. In some cases, localized zones of depleted secondary electron emission in the helium crack image (Fig. 8(a), P) are matched by depleted ISE zones in the Ne-ISE image at the same location (Fig. 8(b), P). In all cases the depleted SE zones are located at crack edge, are typically < 100 nm in size, and can extend both into the crack ‘gap’ and across the original surface.

Depletion in ion-induced secondary electron signal may arise by several mechanisms including local porosity, signal shadowing and charging. The depletion of secondary electron signal in these localized zones is far higher than can be attributed to local loss of SE signal due to the existence of the crack, or shadowing of the SE signal by crack edges, both of which generate typical contrast seen along the majority of the crack paths. Fig. 9 shows examples of the depleted SE zones imaged with the helium beam. The radial crack in Fig. 9(a) exhibits a crack with typical dark contrast in the crack-gap and bright crack edge contrast, as well as a strong local ‘hotspot’ of depleted ISE signal. The depleted ISE zones typically extend laterally ± 50 nm from the crack edge (Fig. 9(b), and higher magnification Fig. 9(c)).

The depleted ISE zones are consistent with highly localized charging effects. Incident He+ and Ne+ ions accumulate in the silicon nitride sample under irradiation. Although the sample has been carbon coated, it is highly likely that parts of the cracks either do not receive sufficient carbon coating to neutralize local charge, or are not electrically connected to the surface coating. Furthermore, the spherical nature of many of the depleted zones (Fig. 9(c)) suggests an electrical field centered on a highly local charge concentration. Highly localized charge and its associated localized electric field could arise, for example, from a very sharp point on a fracture surface or accumulate on an electrically isolated flake of fractured material. The generation of the observed ‘charge hotspots’ along the crack pathways will therefore depend on local crack geometry, distribution of conductive coating, and conditions of incident positive ion irradiation. The conditions of ion irradiation, ion propagation and ISE generation and emission are different for He+ and Ne+ which are observed to generate different ISE images of the same sample (Fig. 8).

4. Conclusion

To date there has been limited use of He-ion or Ne-ion microscopy for imaging insulating ceramics, however it is of interest as incident gas-ion beams generate different irradiation and imaging characteristics compared to SEM. Here two different compositions of silicon nitride have been imaged with both He and Ne gas ion source ion-induced secondary electron signals, and the surface damage around micro-indentation sites investigated. It is found that the non-conductive silicon nitride can be directly imaged with He-ISEs and an electron flood gun, with a low charging rate compared to SEM. Radial cracks and lateral cracks can be clearly identified by enhanced ISE yield at crack edges. Regions of intergranular glassy phase > 0.5 μm in size can be distinguished by enhanced ISE yield compared to the surrounding alpha/beta matrix (Fig. 3).

As with SEM, the build-up of positive charge in an ion-microscope can be reduced by applying a conductive coating to insulating ceramics. Here the efficacy of gold and carbon coatings on silicon nitride for He and Ne ISE imaging have been compared. Both coatings enable the main radial cracks to be imaged with enhanced He and Ne ISE yield at crack edges, revealing a crack morphology consistent with a predominantly intergranular crack pathway. The gold coatings suppress the silicon nitride ISE α/β-intergranular glassy phase contrast, and the presence of nano-cracks in the gold obscure the details of the finest indentation induced cracks including the radial crack-tips.
Sputtered carbon is found to be more effective than gold for enhancing He and Ne ISE imaging of the silicon nitride. Reduced scattering of the He and Ne ions and reduced absorption of the He and Ne ISE in the carbon coating compared to the gold coating, enables \(\alpha/\beta\)-intergranular glassy phase contrast to be obtained from the carbon coated silicon nitride. This phase contrast is also improved compared to the uncoated silicon nitride imaged using He-ISE and a flood gun (Fig. 2). In a silicon nitride sample with distinct regions of glassy phase delineating the \(\alpha/\beta\) grain boundaries (SN-2 in Fig. 7) the surface pathway of the radial cracks induced by microindentation can be identified to be predominantly intergranular with some transgranular segments. Intergranular fracture is highly desirable behaviour for bearings applications as it increases the materials fracture toughness [23–26].

He-ion and Ne-ion microscopy enable high resolution imaging of the silicon nitride indentation-induced cracks, with enhanced He and Ne ISE yield at crack edges and reduced ISE yield within the crack gaps, similar to SE contrast in SEM. In the carbon-coated silicon nitride samples, occasional \(\sim 100\) nm diameter regions of depleted He and Ne ISE emission were detected along the crack pathways (Figs. 7–9). These highly-localized ISE depletion zones are consistent with ‘charging hotspots’, which will be a function of local crack geometry, local distribution and interconnectivity of sputtered conductive coating and conditions of incident positive ion irradiation.

The raw data required to reproduce these findings are available to download from https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/sg3vpgm8cc/draft?a=b5013477-582f-49fc-86b7-2d0a4d791977. The processed data required to reproduce these findings are available to download from https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/z5gjv4jsjw/draft?a=b4f38852-4a97-4bad-9c6b-69c7c9412634.

Fig. 8. A section of a radial crack extending from a 1 kg indentation in carbon coated SN-2 silicon nitride, exhibiting local zones of depleted ISE signal, P. (a) He-ISE image. (b) Ne-ISE image of same crack in (a). (c) He-ISE image showing a distribution of features, P, along the crack path.
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Fig. 9. He-ISE images of charging hotspots on carbon coated SN-2. (a) Silicon nitride crack (block arrow) with ~100 nm zone, P, of local charging (dashed arrow) (b) ~100 nm diameter ISE depletion zone of a charging hotspot. (c) Hotspot with inset grayscale line scan and close-up.
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